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Original Spin 
  History is written by the victors.

 Walter Benjamin

tHE RELIGIOUS EPICS of Hollywood
invariably portray the first few centuries of 
Christianity as an era of unbridled Roman 
persecution, an endless parade of martyrs 
cast to the lions in vast colosseums filled 
with jeering spectators. 
   In reality, there is no evidence that even a 
single Christian was killed in the Roman 
Colosseum. (At the time Nero was conduct-
ing the earliest persecutions in 64 BCE , the 
Colosseum hadn’t yet even been built.)
   The fact is that for most of this period, 
Christians—like Jews and other religious 
minorities—lived their lives in relative 
peace and security, occasionally beset by 
local prejudice but generally free from 
interference by the imperial Roman state.   
   

                  Triumph of Faith, Eugene Romain Therion

   The mid-third century emperors Decius 
and Valerian were the first to engage in 
more widespread, systemic persecution. 
The repression was not targeted specifically 
at Christians, however, but was the response 
of a besieged Roman state to scattered 
enclaves of dissidents who refused to pledge 
loyalty to the emperor—in effect, toward 
Christians who failed to heed Jesus’s advice 
to “render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s.”
   The third century was a tumultuous time, 
with the empire threatened simultaneously 
by barbarian invasion, civil war, plague and 
economic collapse. Of the twenty-two 
emperors who ruled during the five decade 
long period of crisis, none died from natural 
causes. (Decius was killed in battle, and 
Valerian was captured and either flayed 
alive or forced to swallow molten gold, 
depending on which account one ascribes to.)
  



 Popes Fabian and Sixtus II were martyred 
during this time, along with seven of 
Sixtus’s deacons, including the soon-to-be 
saint Lawrence. (Legend has it Lawrence 
was slowly roasted to death on a grill, an 
unlikely fable that nonetheless earned him 
immortality as the patron saint of cooks.)
   The succession crisis ended in 293 when 
Diocletian instituted the tetrarchy, or ‘rule 
of four,’ dividing the empire into quarters. 
    Diocletian tolerated Christianity for most 
of his reign, with his wife and daughter 
even taking an interest in the cult. But when 
Rome’s intermittent war with Persia 
reignited, his co-emperor, Galerius, urged 
him to take a firmer stance against the 
fanatical religious cults he feared were 
undermining the empire’s stability. 
   Meeting in the winter of 302, the two 
co-emperors consulted the oracle of Apollo 
at Didyma. The oracle responded that 
‘impious’ elements within the empire 
hindered the gods’ ability to offer advice. 
Galerius convinced Diocletian that this 
could only refer to the Christians, and the 
following year he issued an edict ordering 
the destruction of Christian churches 
throughout the empire.
   However, such draconian measures 
ultimately failed. Non-Christians generally 
opposed the persecution, and the ordeals of 
Christian martyrs merely strengthened the 
resolve of their brethren. (The other two 
co-emperors simply ignored the edict.)
   Persecution gradually diminished until 
Galerius and his successor, Maximinus, 
accepted their failure to “return the 
Christians to reason.” In all, about 1500 
Christians perished in the so-called ‘Great 
Persecution,’ a number that pales in 
comparison with the millions of both 
Christian and non-Christian victims that the 
cult’s coming triumph would ensure. 
   

   What had up until then been a relatively 
small, marginal religion was fatefully 
embraced by Emperor Constantine in 313. 
(At the time, few of Constantine’s subjects 
professed to being Christians, but when a 
powerful warrior-king converted, his 
example was persuasive: Five centuries 
later, Charlemagne would behead 4500 
Saxons on a single day for refusing baptism.)
   The famous conversion of Constantine on 
October 27, 312 at the Battle of Milvian 
Bridge is yet another colorful Christian 
fabrication. According to the legend, on the 
eve of the great battle Constantine beheld a 
cross of light in the sky, along with the 
words In this sign, you shall conquer, and 
his troops marched off to victory at dawn, 
their shields dutifully adorned with crosses. 
   Disregarding the meteorologically 
improbable skywriting (and the fact that the 
cross would not become a widespread 
Christian symbol for another two centuries) 
Constantine’s rapturous vision was in fact a 
dream he recounted some years later to his 
secretary, Lactantius, repeated—and lavishly 
embellished—later still by Bishop Eusebius 
in his adulatory Life of Constantine. 
   Nonetheless, one aspect of the legend was 
tragically prophetic. Constantine interpreted 
his dream as a divine message that Christ 
was an all-powerful, talismanic war god 
who would ensure him victory on the 
battlefield, a self-fulfilling prophecy that 
would ultimately prove all too true. 
   Far from unifying the Roman world under 
a single faith, Christianity’s triumph sowed 
division and conflict throughout the empire, 
hastening the decline of one of history’s 
greatest and longest-lasting civilizations. 
   Having been given the world by 
Constantine, Christianity would in turn give 
the world an era of unprecedented bigotry 
and brutality. ◾


